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Spider Rax Black Widow and Red Widow Roof Mounting System for Pitched Rooftops (Washington) 
State of Washington 

Client: Spider Rax 

Test procedure and results (Pull out forces) 

The test setup was loaded with concrete mix bags up to failure. Concrete mix bags were placed on the plywood sheathing 
platform at a rate of 1 bag per minute. Each bag weighs 90 lbs. The total load on the system before failure was 
equivalent to 55 lbs/fe. The maximum roof mount deflection recorded was 0.25" at a point before failure. 

Test setup (Lateral Shear forces for individual mount) 

2x4 framing is braced vertically. OSB sheathing is attached to 2x4 framing. Hydraulic jack and digital force gauge 
were connected to roof mount with a chain. Roof mount was attached to OSB sheathing with K wikseal screws. 
Roof mount was attached in (3) different configurations. 
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Test procedure and results (Lateral Shear forces per individual mount) 
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East test setup configuration was loaded at a rate of 100 lbs/min with a hydraulic jack and verified with a digital 
force gauge. The average shear load was 1191 lbs. per mount. 

Design Assumptions and conclusions 

1 Basic Wind Speed for Risk Category II per ASCE 7-10 (Strength level, excluding Special Wind Regions) 
2 Maximum mean roof height of no more than 30'-0" as defined by ASCE 7-1 O 
3 Exposure Category B, C or D as defined by ASCE 7-10 
4 Dry service conditions (proper water proofing to be installed) 
5 Roof sheathing minimum thickness of 7/16" OSB. Panel Index 24/16, with rafters spaced at 24" o.c. max. 
6 Four PY mounts per PY module, such that adjacent modules share two PY mounts 
7 Array may be located within zones 1, 2 for hip or gable roofs with a min pitch of 7° to a maximum pitch of 45° 

8 *Snow load of no more than 50 lbs/ft2 

9 Fasteners installed per manufactured specifications 
10 (6) fasteners per mount

11 Structure is considered an enclosed building 




